
FIGHTING CRIME IN NIGERIA WITH ICT 

I write this piece because of the growing wave of crimes in our country and the need to explore the 

use of information and communication technology to fight the crime wave we now face in Nigeria 

and Africa at large. 

 We do not need 10,000 police men to fight 10,000 criminals in a country like Nigeria, we should: 

computerize the police force; properly secure our borders; keep correct statistics of births, deaths 

and people in the country with the aid of capture machines and computers. Troubled spots should 

have surveillance cameras mounted in the area which should transmit live feeds to the security 

agents. 

Sensitive buildings like banks, government establishments and the likes, should install monitoring 

equipments that survey peoples’ movement in the building to capture some form of data from 

people like time-in, time-out and bio-data. This will greatly assist the security agents to trace and 

apprehend suspected criminals. 

Cars should be equipped with tracking and demobilizes devices which will greatly discourage 

incidence of auto theft. Our roads networks should be computerized with auto programmed security 

cameras and signs having motion dictators to check traffic offenses and capture defaulting vehicles. 

With this offenders can be trailed and arrested where the vehicle is packed.   

Police stations should be well equipped to receive data captured from various sources and 

transmitted to mobile forces on patrol that easily interpret and act accordingly. Handy carry around 

equipments for cars like driving license readers or scanners that can detail the history of the car and 

driver. We should have a functional dedicated help number that receives calls from the citizenry 

who want to seek help or report crimes. When such calls are received, they should be transmitted to 

the nearest security unit who would then act on the information.  

Nigeria has a population of over 150 million, with the latest ICT equipment available in the market 

now, we can now use names, thumb print or even date of birth of individuals to apprehend criminals 

and reduce crime.  

We can not leave everything to the government, we as individuals can install some of these ICT 

devices and equipment to reduce the possibility of losing our cars to car snatches, providing 

surveillance and alarm systems in our home and offices so that the chances of been robbed is greatly 

reduced.   

We should all wake up. 
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